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Abstract— Electromyography (EMG) is a technique used to acquire electrical activity from muscles called electromyogram (EMG). EMG signals can be
used to detect either abnormalities or movements in muscles. This muscle movement can be used to control a prosthetic finger. Previous research
focused on how to develop a high-functional prosthetic fingers system. This initial system due to many actuators needed a high-performance processor.
The main problem was on the complicated mechanism, leading to the price of prosthetic fingers system became expensive, heavy, and difficult to
maintain. In this research, we developed a low-cost prototype of a prosthetic finger that works based on EMG signals produced by human arm muscles.
The EMG signal obtained was processed by the signal processing to move the servo motor. An appropriate response was received between the
movement of the hand and the prosthetic finger. The proposed prosthetic finger system was managed to recognize the type of motion by 100%. The
result showed that the prosthetic finger could follow the movements of the hand precisely.
Index Terms— EMG signal, prosthetic finger, motor servo, flexion, extension

——————————  —————————
INTRODUCTION
A prosthetic finger is a prototype of a human finger that works A research in hand movements conducted by Tavakoli et al.
based on a result of signal input acquisition. The signal for resulted a rapid prosthetic hand system response to the given
controlling
the
prosthetic
fingers
can
be
an input [4]. Two-channel surfaces EMG placed on the wrist
electroencephalogram (EEG) signal or an electromyogram extensor muscle and wrist flexor muscle were used to test five
(EMG) signal. A sophisticated prosthetic finger needs high- classes of hand movements, namely hand closing, hand
performance processors because of having many actuators opening, wrist extension, wrist flexion, and double wrist
with complex mechanisms. This causes the price of prosthetic flexion. SVM threshold was used for the classification after the
fingers to be expensive, heavy prosthetic arms, and difficulty in processes of feature extraction with mean value (MV) during
maintenance [1].In the study conducted by Xu et al. [2], it was the observation window and normalization have been done.
In the present study, we are interested in testing two arm
tested on 11 classes, namely wrist flexion, wrist extension,
ulnar deviation, supination, pronation, fist, hand open, tripod movements, namely finger flexion and finger extension, using
grasp, index point, and two-finger pinch. In the signal EMG signal as the input using one channel of EMG surface
acquisition process, an armband with electrodes consisting of placed on the flexor digitorum muscle. For the feature
eight channels was used to obtain an EMG signal transmitted extraction process, we used a first-order statistic parameter
into the embedded system via Bluetooth. The feature consisting of mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis,
extractions used were four time-domain (TD) features and entropy while k-NN method was used in the classification
consisting of mean absolute value (MAV), zero crossings (ZC), stage. The expected result was both flexion and extension of
slope-sign change (SSC), wavelength (WL), six order auto- the prosthetic finger based on the input signal.
regressive model (AR), and the combination of TD with AR.
The obtained results were prosthetic finger movements in real- 2 MATERIAL AND METHOD
time using a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) as the
classification stage.
Wang et al. in their study[3] carried out some tests using twochannel surfaces EMG placed on the flexor pollicis longus
muscle and flexor digitorum superficialis for eight classes of
finger movement namely cylindrical, hook, lateral, point, rest,
spherical, tripod, and tip. Feature extractions used were MAV,
variance (VAR), coefficient of the fourth-order Autoregressive
(AR), and sample entropy (SE). A host-based motor control
programming was used using Labview Virtual Instrument for
combining the myoelectric control system and the motor Figure 1. Block diagram of proposed method.
control system thus the prosthetic finger movements in realThe finger movement actuated by servo motor starts with
time can be controlled with EMG signals.
taking the EMG signals from a single-channel EMG amplifier,
————————————————
as shown in Figure 1. The preprocessing is then performed on
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2.1 Signal Acquisition System.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. EMG signal recording for (a) flexion movement (b)
extension movement
Figure 2. Signal acquisiton system.
The signal from the electrodes placed on hand recorded the
electrical activity generated by muscles. The signal obtained
was then processed using an EMG sensor module and the
output was displayed on a laptop/PC connected an audio jack.
The correct electrodes placement was a vital part of this
research because it directly influenced the muscle signals
produced. In this study, the electrodes were placed on the
flexor digitorum superficialis muscle, as shown in Figure 3.
The procedures of the electrode placement on the arm are as
follows:
1. Clean the skin surface of the area of the determined
muscle target.
2. Place the two electrodes on the flexor digitorum
superficialis muscle and plug the red and green snap
cables into each them.
3. Place the third electrode as a ground on the protruding
bone or non-muscular area that is close to the muscle
target (such as the elbow) and plug it a yellow snap
cable [7].

2.2 Preprocessing
The pre-processing steps are described as follows:

1. Resampling
The recorded EMG signal was in the range of 0 Hz to 500 Hz,
which means the minimum sampling rate used was 1000 Hz,
according Nyquist theorem, in order to avoid aliasing problem.
Taking into these accounts, the re-sampling process needs to
be done. The sampling rate used in this study was initially
8000 Hz while the resampling process in 1000 Hz.

2. Filtering
The resampled EMG signal was filtered using a 4th order
Butterwort Band Pass Filter (BPF) with a pass frequency of 4
Hz to 150 Hz

3. Envelope detection
The result of envelope detection is an EMG signal that has
passed the full-wave rectification, filtering, and smoothing
process of the raw EMG signal [8]. This envelope of raw EMG
signals is useful for knowing muscle activation time and
measuring activation levels [8].

2.3 Feature extraction

(a)

(a)

(b)
(b)
(a)

Figure 3. Electrodes placement of the arm (a) The flexor
digitorum superficialis muscle and (b) the non-muscular part.
The EMG signals taken from 14 subjects (7 men and 7 women
with ages of 18-22 years), in acquisition process, was
recorded using the Audacity software for 5 seconds for flexion
and extension movements, Figure 4 depicts the EMG signal
recording process. Each subject finger was flexed and
extended ten times which each movement was interspersed
with time off in order to avoid muscle fatigue. The recorded
EMG signal obtained had a sampling rate of 8000 Hz.

(b)

The statistical feature extraction used to distinguish flexion and
extension motion are mean, standard deviation, skewness,
kurtosis, and entropy. The expressions of variables of mean,
standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis and entropy are
expressed in Eq. 1 to 5, where X is sample data and P (Xi) is a
probability value of the occurrence of the taken sample data.
1. Mean ( )
Mean is defined as a measure of average intensity [9]

=
2. Standard deviation ( )

(1)
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Standard deviation is a measure of variation or dispersion
of data values [9].

(2)
3. Skewness (τ)
Skewness is the skewed distribution of data [10].

τ=
(3)
4. Kurtosis (κ)
Kurtosis is a measure of the peak intensity of the data
distribution [10].

κ=
(4)
5. Entropy (H)
Entropy is a measure of the irregularity of a signal [11].
(5)

2.4 Classification
The classification process was performed using the K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) method to distinguish flexion and extension
motion. In the classification method, a comparison between
training data and test data was performed using Euclidean
distance. The output of the classification results was used to
drive the servo motor according to the type of the desired
movement.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Envelope of (a) flexion (b) extension
The characteristics of each type of finger movement are
shown in Figure 8. The mean value had a relatively small
value but differed between flexion and extension motion.
Meanwhile, kurtosis value had a relatively high value with its
spread value, mainly for extensions. In general, the statistical
characteristic values obtained tent to overlap between the two
movements. Good accuracy was achieved because the KNN
method selects the most data classes from the nearest K data
number. Thus, the accuracy was not only determined from the
closest distance between the training data and testing data but
the amount of training data that was close to the value of the
test data. The accuracy of 100% was achieved at KNN with K
= 3.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The EMG signal and spectral frequency of the motion of the
non-extension flies are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. One
can see that the dominant frequency occurs at a frequency
<500 Hz. For this reason, the resampling process was carried
out to reduce the number of data samples and narrow the
EMG signal bandwidth. This resampling process, in general,
did not change the signal shape and signal spectrum.
Figure 5. Raw EMG signal (a) flexion (b) extension
Figure 6. Frequency spectrum of (a) flexion (b) extension
The next processes were filtering and envelope detection.
The filter used was BPF 4 -500 Hz. This filter removed the DC
component from the EMG signal. An envelope detection was
used to make the EMG signal in positive value. This envelope
of raw EMG signals is useful for knowing muscle activation
time and measuring activation levels [8]. Figure 7 presents the
results of the envelope detector

Figure 8. Statistical features of EMG signal
The results of the classification of the EMG signal were then
used to drive the servo motor, which controls the prosthetic
finger. Five servo motors were connected to PWM in Arduino.
The external power supply was to drive the servo motors
needed because Arduino cannot provide enough current to
control five servos. Thus, the five servo motors were
connected to a 9V battery. The configuration of Arduino and
servo motors is displayed in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Configuration of motor servo and Arduino
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Prosthesis finger movement (a) flexion (b)
extension
Figure 10 presents the prosthetic finger used in this paper. The
controlled movements were limited to flexion and extension,
which were done together for five fingers. This is because only
one type of action was recognized in an instance. It means
that there are only two types of servo motor movements.
In this research, we used EMG signals for flexion and
extension of the prosthetic fingers. Pre-processing, feature
extraction, and classification were processed in MATLAB, and
the output was fed to Arduino that was connected to the servo
motor to drive the prosthetic finger. The classification results
using the K-NN method obtained accuracy, precision, recall,
and specificity of 100%.The drawback of this study is that we
used only one EMG channel surface. So that if more classes
are required, then the characteristics between classes cannot
be distinguished. In this study, the signal acquisition was
conducted offline, so prosthetic finger movements cannot be
done in real-time. In future studies, it is expected that more
than one EMG channel used and prosthetic finger movements
can be done in real-time.

4 CONCLUSSION
In this study, a prosthetic finger was developed using an EMG
signal as a controller. For feature extraction, we used
statistical features such as standard deviation, mean,
skewness, kurtosis, and entropy. The types of motion detected
were flexion and extension. From the test results obtained an
accuracy of up to 100%. Test data and training data were
taken from 10 people. Even though the EMG signal was taken
from one channel, the classification results were used to drive
five servo motors to simulate the movement of the prosthetic
finger. The results obtained were influenced by several things,
such as electrode placement, preprocessing, and feature
selection. Increasing the amount of movement needed to
make the prosthetic finger move like a real finger. The
electrode placement strategy will be an exciting topic in further
research.
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